Abstract -Recognition of free-form objectsfrom unknown viewpoinrs is a difficult task, especially in the presence of occhsions. In /hispaper we address thispmblem andpresent a novel algorifhrn for automatic 3 0 model-based free-fonn objecr recogtiition. We use a robusr tensor-based representation for matching surface parches fmm the scene with a model library. A 4D hash table is built from the tensors during the ojj?ine phase in order to make the orilirie matching eficient. Our algorithm can accurately identify objecrs in occluded eriviroriments arid calculate their pose while matching the scene and the model ar a ve? low resolurion. Preliminary experiments or1 a l i b r a q of real objects show that our algorithm is applicable to freelforni objects, accurate, efficient arid robust to occlusions.
Introduction
Recognition of free-form objects in 3D is an important problem in computer vision. It has a large number of applications including robot vision, industrial quality control, automated search in hazardous environments and automated surgery. One paradigm to recognition is model-based recognition in which the 3D models (see Fig. l(c) ) of objects of interest are saved in a model library during an offline phase.
During the online recognition phase, a view of a scene object (see Fig. l(a) and (b)) is matched with the model library in order to find the identity and pose (location and orientation) of the scene object.
3D object recognition is an active area of research and reliable recognition algorithms are still being sought. Existing techniques have various limitations mainly in terms of their applicability to free-form objects, accuracy, efficiency and robustness to occlusions. The following is a review with respect to these criteria of some related work in this area.
Johnson's spin image matching [9] is sensitive to the resolution and sampling of the models and scene. The spin image representation is non-unique because it involves the mapping of a 3D surface into a 2D histogram. This results in many ambiguous matches which must be passed through a number of filtration stages to prune incorrect ones. The matching time in 191 grows linearly with the size of the model library. An improvement to this technique [91 overcomes the sensitivity of spin images to resolution and sampling. However, the latter two problems of non-uniqueness of the representation and the inefficiency of the algorithm remained unsolved. COSMOS [5] requires the calculation of principal curvatures which are not only sensitive to noise hut also require the underlying surface to be smooth and twice differentiable. Moreover, it cannot be used for the recognition of occluded objects. The splash representation [I51 makes assumptions about the shape of the objects and is also sensitive to noise and occlusions. Recognition techniques based on matching B-spline curves such as [41[17] 2.2) . During the online recognition phase, the tensors of the scene object are extracted and efficiently matched with the tensors of the models in the library using a voting scheme (Section 3). Matching these tensors amount to matching the local representation of the surface patches of the scene object and model object and hence result in the recognition of the scene object. Matching tensors are also used for the 3D registration of the model with the scene to calculate the pose of the identified object.
We performed our experiments on a model library of seven real objects and our results show that our algorithm is spplicable to free-form objects, accurate, efficient and robust to occlusions (Section 4).
Offline Representation Phase
During the offline phase, 3D models of objects of interest are stored in a model library along with their tensor representations. Our algorithm can accurately recognize objects in (first and third row) were constructed using our automatic 3D modeling algorithm [13] [14]. The number of faces in each high resolution model is written on its top. A mesh reduction algorithm [71 was applied to simplify these models to 600 faces per model (second and last row). Only the low resolution models along with their tensor representations were stored in the model library for the purpose of recognition. the scene at a very low resolution (see Section 4). This is an attractive feature as it can be used with cheap low resolution scanning sensors. An additional advantage of this feature is that the models can be stored in the model library at low resolution hence reducing memory utilization (see Fig. 2 ). Low resolution models can he obtained in two ways. First, the objects can be modeled at a low resolution using a low resolution range scanner. Second, if high resolution 3D models of these objects are available then a mesh reduction algorithm can be used lo reduce the resolution of these models. Since we had already modeled some objects at high resolution using our automatic 3D modeling algorithm [13] [14], we used Garland's mesh simplification algorithm [7] to reduce their resolution to 600 faces per model. The original number of faces of each model is written on its top in Fig. 2 .
The tensor representation of the 3D models along with the hash table construction are also performed during the offline phase. Our automatic correspondence algorithm in [ I21 gives a detailed description of the tensor computation for a single 2.50 view (see Fig. I (a) and (b)) of an object. In this paper we present a varianr of the same tensor representation to build the representation of the complete 30 models (see Fig. l(c) ). Complete 3D model representations are indispensable in order to achieve object recognition from any viewpoint. A brief description of the hash table building is also necessary in order to fully understand our automatic 3D object recognition algorithm. Section 2.1 and Section 2.2
give a brief description of the tensor computation and the construction of the hash table respectively.
Building the Tensor Representation
In order to compute the tensors of a model or a scene, they are first converted to a triangular mesh (see Fig. 3(a) ) and normals are calculated for each vertex of the mesh. The vertices of a mesh are then paired such that two vertices in any pair satisfy the following two constraints. First, the distance between them should be between dmin and d, , , .
Second, the angle between their normals should be no more than 60". There are two advantages to these constraints. First, they ensure that the vertices in any pair are visible from a single viewing angle. Second, they avoid the C; combinatorial explosion of vertices (where n is the total number of vertices in a mesh).
should be selected large enough so that the tensor computation is not sensitive to noise. In our experiments we selected d,,, equal to twice and d, , , equal to three times the average resolution of the models.
The vertices in each pair are then used to define a local 3D basis over the surface of the mesh as follows. The middle point between the two vertices defines the origin. The average of the normals of the two vertices makes the z-axis and thcir cross product makes the x-axis. Finally, the cross product of the z-axis with the x-axis makes the y-axis. This 3D basis is used to define a 3D grid centered at the origin (see Fig. 3 ). Two parameters need to be chosen. The number of bins in the grid and the size of each bin. Choosing more bins will enclose more surface inside the grid. The size of an individual bin governs the level of granularity at which the surface is represented. In our experiments we selected a 10 x 10 x 10 grid based on extensive surface matching experiments for surface matching [ 131. We set the bin size equal to half the mean resolution of the model meshes in the library.
Once the 3D grid is defined, the surface area of the mesh crossing each bin of the grid is computed and stored in a third order tensor. Each element of the tensor is the mesh surface area that is present inside its corresponding bin in the 3D grid ( Fig. 3(h) ). The area of intersection of the mesh with the grid bins is calculated using Hodgman's polygon clipping algorithm [6] . A polygon inside the grid is considered for contributing toward the computation of a tensor only if its normal makes an angle of less than 90' with the z-axis of the grid. There are two ways in which a pair of vertices can be ordered. Therefore, a 3D basis and a corresponding tensor is calculated for each ordering of a pair of vertices.
Most of the bins in the 3D grid are likely to be empty resulting in a lot of zero entries in their corresponding ten- sors. Therefore, these tensors are reduced to sparse arrays in order to reduce memory utilization by approximately 85%. Moreover, tensors with more than 95% zero elements are discarded since they are unlikely to give a correct match.
Hash Table Construction
The tensors of the models are used to fill up a 4D hash table. Three dimensions of the hash table correspond to the x,y,z indices of the tensor elements whereas the fourth dimension is defined by the definition angle o d e f of the tensors.
We define 8def of a tensor as the angle between the normals of the pair of vertices that is used to construct the 3D grid from which that tensor is computed. 8def is quantized into bins of A8d.f. Choosing a lower AQde, will reduce the number of possible matches for a tensor but will also increase the risk of missing a comect match due to noise and sampling errors in Ode,. During our multiview correspondence experiments [I41 we found that a Afldef = 5' gives good results.
The 4D hash table is filled up as follows. For each tensor of every model, the tuple (tensor number, model number) entry is made in all the bins of the bash table corresponding to the x,y,z indices of the non-zero elements of the tensor and the 8def of the tensor.
Online Recognition Phase
During the online recognition phase, a view of the scene is acquired at a low resolution (using a low cost scanner) and converted into a triangular mesh. Next, a subsample of vertices (approx. 200), in pairs of two, are selected from the scene such that these pairs are uniformly distributed in the mesh representing the scene. The pairs must satisfy the two constraints given in Section 2.1. Each pair of vertices is used to compute a tensor as desciibed in Section 2.1. Next, the x,y,z indices of the non-zero elements along with the 8def of each tensor are used to cast votes to all the tuples (tensor number, model number) present at the corresponding index positions (x,y,z,Qd,f) in the 4D hash table. The model that receives the most votes is hypothesized to be present in the scene.
The recognition hypothesis is verified as follows. The correlation coefficient C, for each scene tensor T, and its cor-responding model tensor T, are calculated in their overlapping bins only (Eqn. 1). C, is calculated in the overlapping region of the two tensors to cater for occlusions.
C, = correl coeff(T,(I,,),

T8(Ims))
(1)
In Eqn. 1, I,, is the intersection of the non-zero elements of T, and T,. Tm(ImS) and T8(Ims) are the valui:s of the model and scene tensors respectively, in their region of overlap. Corresponding tensors which have a C, less than a prespecified threshold t , are discarded. We selected t , == 0.5 on the basis of our extensive experimental analysis of pairwise surface matching [ 131. The remaining corresporlding pairs of tensors are sorted according to their decreasing C,.
The pair with the highest C, is then used to transforrn the model to the scene coordinates using the rotation matrix R (Eqn. 2) and the translation vector t (Eqn. 3).
R = B;B,
(2) t = 0,-0,R (3) In Eqn. 2, B, and B, are the matrices of coordinate basis used to define the model and scene tensors respectively. BL is the transpose of matrix B,. In Eqn. 3.0, and 0, we the coordinates of the origins of T, and T, respectively. Once the model and the scene are registered, the surface march is verified by refining the registration with the ICP algorithm [I] . If the model and scene surfaces have a significant overlap, the hypothesis is accepted. Otherwise, the next pnir of corresponding tensors is used to register the model wilh the scene. More details of the surface matching algorilhrn (although used in the context of 3D modeling) can be found in 
Results and Discussion
We performed our experiments on a model librruy of seven real objects namely the dinosaur, the isis, the balljoint, the dinopet, the dog, the hip and the dragon (see Fig. 2 ). We modeled these objects at high resolution using our automatic 3D modeling algorithm [131[14] (range data taken from [16] ). Next, we applied a mesh reduction algorithm [7] to these models and reduced their resolution to 600 triangular faces per model. This is an extremely low resolution. Fig. 2 shows the 3D models of the seven objects at high resolution (row one and three) and their corresponding low resolution models (row two and four). We only stored the low resolution models along with their tensor representations in the model librruy. The high resolution models are only :.hewn for illustration purposes.
The average recognition time of our algorithm was 70 seconds with a MATLAB implementation on a P-4 PC mazhine. This time is expected to reduce significantly, once the algorithm is re-implemented in C++. Note that the timing given in [91 is for matching a single spin image with the model library as opposed to the total recognition time. Since IO0 spin images were matched in [9] , the total recognition time will he well above 100 times the matching time for a single spin image. Therefore, if we take the whole recognition time into account, our algorithm is more efficient particularly keeping in view that the code in [9] was written in C . Moreover, our algorithm uses a hash table for efficient matching as opposed to the one to one matching scheme,of the spin images in [91. The matching time in 191 increases linearly with the size of the model library. Since our algorithm uses a hash table based voting scheme, the recognition time is unlikely to he significantly affected by the size of the model library.
Ten different low resolution views (taken from different angles) of each of the seven objects of Fig. 2 were fed one by one to our automatic 3D object recognition algorithm for recognition and pose calculation. The resolution of these views was 400 faces per view. Table 1 shows the confusion matrix for our recognition results. Notice that there is only onefalse-positive i.e. the isis is recognized as the dinosaur. There were overall 9 false-negatives out of a total of 70 trials. The balljoint and hip were recognized at 100% accuracy. The overall recognition rate was 86%. We define the recognition rate as the number of true-positives divided by the total numher of trials. Note that this recognition rate was achieved at a Figure 5 : Recognition rate vs. occlusion. Note that the recognition rate is 100% at zero occlusion because these tests were performed on a subsample of unoccluded views which were correctly recognized. very low resolution. We have included one example view of each object which was not recognized correctly during our experiments in Fig. 4 .
We also tested our algorithm to recognize occluded views of the objects. We define occlusion according to Eqn. 4.
In Eqn. 4, A, is the visible surface area of the occluded object in the scene and At is the total surface area of the object that would he visible without occlusion. Note that in the case of [SI, At is defined as the total suriace area of the riiodel as opposed to the total surface area of the view as in our case. The occlusion equation given in [9] gives at least 50% occlusion even for full views (not models) of objects that are topologically equivalent to a sphere. For full views of free-form objects, the value of occlusion is even greater because of greater self occlusions in their case. The results of our occlusion tests are compiled in Fig. 5 . Note that the recognition rate is 100% at zero occlusion because these tests were performed on a subsample of unoccluded views which were correctly recognized in Table I . Fig. 5(a) shows the recognition rate versus the percentage occlusion. Fig. 5(h) shows the maximum percentage occlusion at which each individual object was correctly recognized. We have included three views of the objects with 60% (Eqn. 4) occlusion in Fig. 6 for illustration purposes. According to the definition in [9], the views of the balljoint, dinopet and the dog in Fig.   6 are 87.05%, 89.5% and 88.33% occluded, respectively as opposed to 60% according to our definition.
Our final test was to check the robustness of our recognition algorithm to noise. We injected different levels of Gaussian noise to different views of the objects and recorded the recognition rate of our algorithm. Fig. 7 shows the results of this experiment. Note that the recognition rate is 100% at zero noise because these tests were performed on a sub- 1 Figure I : Recognition rate vs. noise. Note that the recognition rate is 100% at zero noise because these tests were performed on a subsample of noiseless views which were correctly recognized. sample of noiseless views which were correctly recognized in Table I . The recognition rate was 100% up to a noise with standard deviation U of 2.0cm. At U = 2.0cm the recognition rate dropped to 90% only and from there onwards it started to decrease rapidly. Fig. 8 shows the views of two objects before and after the addition of noise with U = 2.0cm. The insensitivity of our algorithm to noise is due to the rohustness of our tensor representation to noise (as demonstrated in the case of 3D modeling in [13] ). In order to investigate the reason for the nine views which were categorized as false-negatives, the single view which was categorized as a false-positive and the two views of the isis which were identified correctly but with incorrect poses, we repeated our recognition experiment for these 12 views at a higher resolution. We increased the resolution of the models in the librruy to 1200 faces per model and the resolution of the views to 600 faces per view. In this case, all these 12 views were correctly recognized (true-positive) except for one of the views of the isis which was again identified correctly but with an incorrect pose. Thus, OUT algorithm reached a 100% object identification rate but only a 98.5% pose estimation rate at a resolution of 1200 faces per rnodel and 600 faces per view. Note that this resolution is still lower than the resolution of the models and views used in [Y] .
The following is a brief qualitative comparison of our algorithm to [9] based on our preliminary results. Oui representation is superior to the spin image representaticn because it is unique as opposed to the spin image repreientation. Due to the mapping of 3D surfaces into 2D histograms, it is possible for two different surfaces to have the sams: spin image, In our case, only similar surfaces can have niatching tensors. Our preliminaiy results show that our algorithm can recognize objects under greater occlusions as compared to [Y] . Our results also show that our algorithm is robust to noise whereas the algorithm in [9] was not tested for noise. A more rigorous and quantitative comparison will he prwided in future publications.
Conclusion
In [I21 we demonstrated the use of our tensor representation for automatic paiwise correspondence and registration between two different views of an object. In [14] WI: used our tensor representation to solve the correspondence problem between unordered views of an object for automatic 3D modeling. In this paper, we successfully used a variant of our tensor representation for 3D model-based free-form object recognition. Our algorithm is fully automatic with no user intervention at any stage including the ofline 3D modeling phase and the online object identification and pos,e estimation phase. Preliminary results show that our reco::nition algorithm has a high accuracy even at a very low resolution and is therefore efficient in terms of memory utilization and performance. Moreover, it requires a cheap low resolution scanner and is therefore economical. Experiments on real free-form objects were performed. These results show that our algorithm is accurate, efficient and robust to occlusions.
